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Free Amanita Newsletter 11/29/23: 
Prepping in the Ongoing World War 3 

 

You throw away the black souls as if they were trash. That’s why I love your commands. (Psalm 

119 verse 119 with the double 911) 

 

Prophecies #18: Prepping in the Ongoing World War 3  
It has been warned for almost a decade that soon after September 15, 2023 the world situation 
would worsen dramatically and that is exactly how it happened: outbreak of the Middle East war 
prophesied by 100+ sources for 2500+ years, shortly before the second coming of the Messiah. 
This is of course further confirmation that 2024 indeed is the year X of prophecy expected for 
thousands of years. In this newsletter I would like to discuss some of the dozens of prophecies that 
were fulfilled in 2023 & the further ecstatic progression of the ongoing world war 3, with special 
consideration of the now very important prepping. 

 

Thank you for your interest & I am happy to be able to give you this gift & God bless all white souls! 

Yours,  
Manfred Zimmel  
Amanita Market Forecasting http://www.amanita.at (IP address 213.145.225.96) 
A-1190 Vienna, Austria 

 

Articles end times & electrosmog: https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog  

FAQ: http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng For further technical or administrative questions please contact my top assistant 
Peter Ressmann support@amanita.at. 

Premium subscription order page: http://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/price-list-order-form-premium-subscription 

Content of free Amanita newsletter & premium market letter: In 2000-15 Amanita Market Forecasting was a normal 
market letter with 80-95% of the content related to the financial markets. Since 2015 the content has shifted more & more 
towards general world forecasts, with special consideration of political, military, health & spiritual topics as well as earth 
changes. That's why since 2022 only about 20% of the content (text quantity) has been dedicated to the financial 
markets. With the upcoming collapse of the global financial system between until 2024 (2025) the financial content will 
naturally fall below 20%, which can't be avoided. 

The free Amanita newsletter is sent out every 3-12 months, it complements the Amanita premium newsletter 
subscription, which is published 1-5 times per month (target: 30-40 premium updates per year). The free market 
commentary is only considered to be a commentary on the financial markets. The Amanita system is based on a high 
degree of diversification in 7 markets (currencies, cryptos, agriculture, precious metals, energy, bonds & stocks) & only 
makes sense as a whole (but never i isolated parts!), because all positions are well-orchestrated. For these 2 reasons 
(professional instruments & diversification) a replication only works for larger portfolios with at least EUR or USD 
400,000, as well as for institutions. Because the Amanita premium market letter is very different from every other market 
service on the planet, you should be prepared for at least 3-6 months to get acquainted with the Amanita system. That’s 
why the shortest subscription period is 6 months & trial subscriptions are no longer offered. Personal services had to be 
discontinued in 2008 because waiting times rose to more than one year. 

Disclaimer: All information and forecasts provided here have been researched to the best of my knowledge but are by no 
means a solicitation to buy or sell stocks or other securities. I do not guarantee the accuracy, adequacy, or completeness 
of any information and I am not responsible for any errors or omissions. Past performance does not guarantee future 
performance. All transactions in the financial markets are risky. Any liability for losses or damage is excluded. 

http://www.amanita.at/?setindex=136
https://www.amanita.at/en/interesting/end-times-electrosmog
http://www.amanita.at/en/faq-eng
mailto:support@amanita.at
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Prophecies #18: Prepping in the ongoing World War III 

When the error of the sun will then be, [=micronova, dark hours/days] 
The monster will be seen in full day: 
Quite otherwise will one interpret it, 

High price unguarded [=hyperinflation]: nobody will have prepared for it. [=prepping]. 
(Nostradamus 3-34) 

It has been warned for almost a decade that soon after September 15, 2023 the world situation 
would worsen dramatically and that is exactly how it happened: outbreak of the Middle East war 
prophesied by 100+ sources for 2500+ years, shortly before the second coming of the Messiah. 
This is of course further confirmation that 2024 indeed is the year X of prophecy expected for 
thousands of years. In this newsletter I would like to discuss some of the dozens of prophecies that 
were fulfilled in 2023 & the further ecstatic progression of the ongoing world war 3, with special 
consideration of the now very important prepping. 

Extraordinary forecasts since 2023 

When he sees the retribution, the righteous rejoices; he bathes his feet in the blood of 
blasphemers. (Psalm 58) 

Be not silent, O God of my praise! For wicked and deceitful mouths are opened against me, 
speaking against me with lying tongues. They encircle me with words of hate, and attack me 

without cause. In return for my love they accuse me, but I give myself to prayer. So they reward me 
evil for good, and hatred for my love. Appoint a wicked man against him; let an accuser stand at 

his right hand. When he is tried, let him come forth guilty; let his prayer be counted as sin! May his 
days be few; may another take his office! (Psalm 109) 

Since 1999, a huge number of extraordinary forecasts has been made, most of which had a 
probability of occurrence of 1:100 to 1:1000 or even lower (https://www.amanita.at/en/market-
letter/performance-english/1-extra-ordinary-amanita-calls-since-1999). 8 examples from the last 
few years: 

(1) Since around 2015 it has been said here that until September 15, 2023 God will hold his 
protective hand over Israhell, because in the dark ages the Khazarian mafia was the alpha people 
on the planet chosen by Him. Reason: no other people in the galaxy could have driven humanity 
into such sin, suffering, madness, stupidity, perversion & death. Later, based on some prophecies, 
it was said in the premium area that the final Middle East war (culminating in the salutary 
destruction of the Khazarian Mafia) would break out near Yom Kippur, which was then projected 
for ideally Yom Kippur 2023: exactly one jubilee year (50 years) after the Yom Kippur-War in 1973. 
The only uncertainty was that the war broke out 50 years later in the Western calendar & not the 
Hebrew calendar. 

The prophecy of the outbreak of the final end-time war with Yom Kippur was made by Chuck-
Johnel Youngbrandt, among others, in the 1970s. And in the alien film Jeruzalem (2015) the 
outbreak also commended at the navel of the world (JerUSAlem) with Yom Kippur. Jonathan Kahn 

emphasizes the outsized importance of the jubilee year (link ), also in relation to the legalization of 
baby murder (misleadingly referred to as 'abortion'). As discussed several times in the premium 
area, a whole bunch of prophecies appeared in the first 9 months of 2023 that warned of drastic 
world events in early to mid-October 2023. I had *never* seen such agreement from *good* 
sources before & that's why these calls were spot-on. 

In addition, the biblical prophecy from Daniel 12-11 for the setting up of the abomination of 

desolation was fulfilled here: the outbreak of war with so many images of abomination and 
devastation was approximately 1290 days in the 360 day calendar (=1.456% longer than in the 
365.24 day calendar) after 3/11/2020 (with the 311), when the WHO mafia declared the plandemic. 
In the following 2 weeks, the daily sacrifice (Eucharist) was abolished almost everywhere in the 
world: Russia was the only major country to object. The image of ‘abomination that causes 
desolation’ (Matthew 24-15) can simply mean that these desolation images went around the world 
in the media. In fact, these war images were marketed by the Khazarian mafia like never before. 

https://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/performance-english/1-extra-ordinary-amanita-calls-since-1999
https://www.amanita.at/en/market-letter/performance-english/1-extra-ordinary-amanita-calls-since-1999
https://youtu.be/EM3XM8ObLN8?t=420
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Which calendar is used is a form of coding and therefore an intentional lack of precision. All old 
calendars had 360 days because until the last Nibiru return 3500-3600 years ago, the earth was 
about 1,456% closer to the sun. Over the course of millions of years, the planets move further and 
further away from the sun due to the blue Kachina (= micronovas) & red Kachina (=Nibiru). The 
date 3/11/20 was confirmed in the normal calendar (365.24 days) according to Daniel 8-14: “2300 
evenings & mornings it [the evil] will last; then the sanctuary will regain its rights.” 2300/2 days are 
3.149 years: interestingly, that is 3.14 years=Pi=Yin. The WHO gangsters declared the Covid 
plandemic on March 11th, 2020 & *on the day* (!!!) 2300/2 days later on May 5th, 2023 they ended 
the Covid monkey circus = the evil of the Daniel prophecy. The Antichrist was crowned with the 

crown virus (corona). 

That’s why God’s warriors were not allowed to destroy the Rothschild state until September 15, 

2023. But exactly as announced here since around 2015, the destruction of the little Satan began 
soon afterwards, because the reign of evil has now ended: praised be Christ! As soon as God 
raised his protective hand, the servants of God, in conjunction with warrior angels (led by 
Archangel Michael and others), began to beat the Khazarian devils with heavenly cruelty, which 

surprisingly quickly penetrated into the 3D gross materiality. The 3D war began only 22 days after 
September 15, 2023 (22=maximum Yin=Judaism) on October 7, 2023. 

(2) The date Friday 10/13/23 has long been considered *the* key date & that's exactly how it 
happened: on this day the global jihad began, which opened * the* main front in world war 3. 

(3) In the new prophetic model (based on the biorhythm of prophets & prophecies), the end of June 
2023 was shown as the only (but weak) timeline between the turn of the year 2021/22 (Ukraine) & 
the end of 2023 where major world events could be expected. In fact, there was the attempted 
coup in Russia on June 24, 2023: most dramatic escalation point for the world situation since the 
beginning of 2022 and probably even since 2001. This timeline was also nailed within a few days. 

(4) Years in advance it was predicted (mainly in the premium area) that in 2023 the spiritual battle 
would shift: from the fight against black souls (demons) to the fight against soulless beings (= AI 
artificial intelligence). That's exactly what was the case, AI suddenly made a big appearance in 
2023 (explosion in search volume Link ) & was described by leading AI protagonists (including 
Elon Musk, officially the richest person in the world) as so dangerous that it would destroy all of 

humanity. 

(5) Years in advance, the master date of February 22nd, 2022 was mentioned as an important date 
in 2022 & in 2021 the outbreak of the Ukraine war was predicted in the premium area: this was 
also true almost exactly to the day (February 24th, 2022). 

(6) Mid-December 2021 was mentioned here many years in advance as the Nostradamus timeline 

for the fall of the whore of Babylon (=USA): in fact, on December 17, 2021 the great Russian bear 
issued an ultimatum to the dirtiest of all the dirtiest whores (Link), which was de-facto a declaration 
of war on the evil empire & the beginning of the regular world war 3 SCO (Shanghai Cooperation 
Organization) against NATO hellhounds. The hybrid 3rd world war already began with the 
bioweapon Covid and fortunately has already eliminated billions of people (partly with & without 
death jabs): more than *all* (!) wars in human history combined. 

(7) Mid-January 2020 was mentioned long in advance (in the premium area) as a major epidemic 
timeline, among other things because Saturn 0° Pluto = *the* historical epidemic constellation 
according to my research of the last 2500 years. In fact, in mid-January 2020 the situation in China 
escalated and the decision was made to close Wuhan, which triggered the scamdemic. 

(8) The last days of 2019 were called *the* great timeline of the Dresden Codex of the Mayans 
(around 800 years old), because of the stellium at the Galactic Center: in fact, Covid was officially 
born on December 31, 2019. 

To my knowledge, *nobody* else in the world predicted even a * single * (!) of these 7 key events 
with an incredible precision of +/- days long in advance (usually years), let alone all 7 key events. 
The mystery of God opens only to those who serve him unconditionally (and therefore never do the 
will of man). Timing is *the* distinguishing criterion between a junior prophet (=prophet apprentice 
or prophet trainee) & a senior prophet (with vakku siddhi), as well as for distinguishing the 3 
classes of junior prophets. The majority of prophets are, so to speak, in their first year of 
apprenticeship, where timing means nothing at all (and very few give timing). In the 2nd year of 

https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=all&q=ai
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Russian_December_2021_ultimatum
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training, timing *may* mean something under certain circumstances & in the 3rd year of training it 
probably means something, although how much & how exactly is questionable. The Christian fools 
always use a simple binary approach (prophet or not): even if we try for 666 million years, we 
cannot surpass this folly. Unfortunately, things always go so wrong in Christianity. 

I have now discovered hundreds of parameters for describing prophets, because the Boss gave 
me the order to write the prophet standard work (handbook) for the golden age (1000 years). This 
is my last major task in a poop bag on this punishment planet. On a scale of 0-100%, my 
realization of vakku siddhi is constantly increasing, several of my palm leaves mentioned full vakku 
siddhi (=perfect prophecy quality from senior prophets) in the early 2030s. My palm leaves also 
mentioned that my writings will only be understood *after* the end of the Kali Yuga, with 2023-30 
being the transition from the Kali Yuga (dark Yin age) to the Satya Yuga (light Yang age). In the 
highly questionable egoteric terminology, these 7 years 2023-30 are the 4th dimension=lower astral 
realm (also according to Benjamin Parravicini Link) & then in the 2030s finally the 5th dimension. It 
is very hard to find something on these topics which is not complete BS (=truth content 20-50%), 
Anna Selma at least managed to publish a video with a - still embarrassing - 60-70% truth content 

(Link). 

Further development of the reorganization of the Middle East 

Behold, I will make them of the synagogue of Satan, which say they are Jews, and are not 
[=Khazarian mafia], but do lie; behold, I will make them to come and worship. (Revelation 3-9) 

What's next? In the premium area, a precise timetable for these wonderful events has been issued, 
based on the evaluation of hundreds of prophecies. Already at the turn of the year there is a key 
date that presumably was already mentioned by Nostradamus in the 16th century… Here in the 

free area I only include some general thoughts about it. Firstly, we must understand that on every 
level the foreskin war is of a completely different caliber than the Ukraine war, with a daily number 
of killed children about 200 (!!!) times bigger (link ). The denazification was still relatively far away 
from the ecstatic first orgasm of the multi-orgasmic WW3 & for this reason was only seen by a 
handful of prophets: Simpsons (Link, Link), Austrian Waldviertel farmer SZ, Gottfried von 
Werdenberg, Pastor Phillip Barnett (Link ) & Orthodox priests like Father Paisios from Mount 
Athos, Saint Lawrence of Chernigov, Saint Seraphim of Sarov & Vladislav Shumov (link , link ). 
The Orthodox priest Theophan, follower of Father Zosima Sokura, mentioned that the Ukraine war 
would end in the third year (December 17, 2023 - February 24, 2025). Saint Seraphim of Vyritsa 
said after the death of Christopher of Tula on December 9, 1996 that God added another 27 years 

(= time of grace before Last Judgment): December 1996+27 years=December 2023. 

 

In the 1988 model by Bernhard Bouvier=Friedrich Doepner (Link ), the Ukraine war did not show 
up at all due to the few and relatively young sources. Similarly, in the model of Leo DeGard in the 
2003 book Armageddon we only find the Middle East war (#4 of the 16 phases) but not the Ukraine 

https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=21413
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7qBu1FZ3e3w&t=875s&ab_channel=DerZweiteBlick
https://www.aljazeera.com/news/2023/11/7/is-israels-gaza-war-the-deadliest-conflict-for-children-in-modern-times
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=E7NmP-PdzGQ&t=1094s&ab_channel=TheUltimateDiscovery
https://youtu.be/sE8CoMWtAmQ?t=1151
https://gloria.tv/post/QrYVcCH4hJfn41ptgCwutbV98#30
https://bodyandface.ru/en/healthy-recipes/prorochestvo-starcev-o-nachale-tretei-mirovoi-voiny-zavtra-nachnetsya-tretya.html
https://web.archive.org/web/20121016184825/https:/proza.ru/2011/04/11/1758
https://schauungen.de/wiki/Chronologie_des_dritten_Weltkrieges_nach_Bouvier
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war. Yet the 2004 model by Taurec=Alexander Hauser (Link ) lists the Ukraine war in the year X-

2=2022 (X=2024) as 'overthrow in Russia'. This almost 20-year-old model is very good, because 
back then the soul of Taurec was still white. The formulation ‘overthrow in Russia' makes sense, 
because the monstrosity of the Ukrainian nation has only existed since 1917 and therefore is an 
unnatural invention of the last century, without any historical tradition or basis. The geographical 
and linguistic secession of Ukraine was carried out by the Western powers from the 19th century 
onwards to weaken Russia. In contrast to the sparse sources on the civil war in Western Russia 
(=Ukraine), the final Middle East war was seen by 100+ sources, primarily of course the senior 
prophets of the Old Testament & Jesus Christ, but also countless others (link ): 

(1) As early as 2015, Henry Kissinger (a leading illuminati reptile) was quoted in the premium area 
(Amanita #27/15), who said in 2012 that in about 10 years (2022) Israhell will no longer exist. The 
illuminati are some years behind their plans due to God's intervention in electing Trump (=white 

horseman of the apocalypse) in 2016. Still, the rough timing for the end of the worst fascist nation 
#1 has been carved in stone at least since 2012, actually since 800 + years (accuracy +/- years). 
Even before this universe was created, everything had already been decided down to the last 
delicate pink quantum fart. The illuminati 'prophecies' are rather stage directions than prophecies, 
but that is an academic distinction. 

(2) Achim Klein (Link , Link , Link , Link ) & Steven Ben-Nun (Link ) are two of the very few 
Christian preachers who afford the luxury of using their brains & can also exist outside of the 
Khazarian anus. 

(3) In Dannion Brinkley (1978), this heartwarming war is part of cassette #4 (link ). 

(4) In 1998, Dr. Samuel Doctorian saw on the island Patmos (where the Apostle John received the 

Book of Apocalypse) that, thank God, the UN ceases to exist due to the Middle East crisis (Link ): 
praise be to Christ! 

(5) Henry Gruver recognized in 1986 that Israel's genocide in the Gaza Strip marks the beginning 
of the final Middle East war (Link ). 

(6) Pastor Cioccolanti mentioned in 2017 (link no longer available) that the colors of the 4 
Horsemen of the Apocalypse (white, red, black & green) correspond exactly to the 4 colors of the 
Islamic flags. What's more, only the Palestine flag contains *exactly* these 4 colors, which is 
certainly no coincidence (P<1%), but has confirmed the central importance of Islam & especially 
Palestine in the end times for almost 2000 years. 

(7) An ecstatic nun from Tours had the delightful vision that, like Paris, little remains of Jerusalem 
(Link ). However, we have to destroy almost all cities with millions of inhabitants, because 
humanity is an incurable plague: the longer and the more people live in one place, the more 
destroyed the subtle structures are. Humanity is the most evil race in the galaxy & wherever man 
is, he destroys everything. The gross 3D destruction of a place is then just the *inevitable* 
penetration of the (already completed) subtle destruction into the 3D world. 

(8) Benjamin Parravicini as de-facto senior prophet wrote that the Middle East war is a sign of the 
end of the end. He made many prophecies about aliens & wrote of blue men from the blue planet 
coming to protect Israhell until 2027, because Israhell is the darling of evil extra-terrestrial races 
(e.g. reptiles, mantis etc.). Parravicini uses at least 10 time codes that I have been able to decipher 

over the last decade. 

(9) Already centuries ago the Czech folk legend of the blind sapling knew that the smallest in the 
Orient would start the (final) world war (Link). 

(10) A similar statement comes from the prophecy of the Turin Shroud in the 16th century (Link, 
Link), which already gave a rough timing (turn of the millenium). 

(11) According to 1. Peter 4-17, Ezekiel 9-6 & other Bible verses, Last Judgment begins in the 
house of God, which has different layers of meaning: one level is God’s chosen people for the dark 
age. 

(12) In the 300-700 year old Vaticinium Lehninense we take comfort, as we watch this genocide 
(Link): „Israhell dares an unspeakable wickedness, which must be punished with death.” 

(13) But the most important thing is that according to Zechariah 14-2ff (42=mirror number 24-

>2024) the return of Christ (as a ruling Christ, not as a suffering one) comes *immediately* (!) after 

https://schauungen.de/wiki67523/124.htm
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=16444
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nWwfxlakf68&ab_channel=AchimKlein
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WigCv5jwk2Q&t=1410s&ab_channel=AchimKlein
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vRM6vd0W5p8&ab_channel=AchimKlein
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JQaekgpfA0&ab_channel=AchimKlein
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2GA3OqtgBc0&ab_channel=stevenBen-Nun
https://schauungen.de/wiki/Dannion_Brinkley
http://www.j-lorber.de/proph/seher/doctorians-vision.htm
https://endoftheamericandream.com/middle-east-prophecies-from-henry-gruver-and-john-paul-jackson-are-coming-to-pass-right-in-front-of-our-eyes/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3o-YsFfXI4I
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=11035
https://schauungen.de/wiki/Blinder_J%C3%BCngling_(Volkssage)
https://schauungen.de/archive/forum53379/messages/44873.htm
https://web.archive.org/web/20020126223440/http:/www.escatologia.it/ESC_PROFEZIEDELLASINDONE.htm
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vaticinium_Lehninense
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the destruction of JerUSAlem. Therefore, the bride of Christ (=white souls with all two seals) prays 
24/7 for the conquest of the capital of the most evil people, because before then the Most High 
cannot return. Only the wicked pork eaters pray for these beautiful things to be postponed, so that 
Christ cannot return. After Christ’s return the white souls shall pray for their remaining time in the 
feces bag to be as short as possible. In order for the divine light to return, the holy warriors must 
first get rid of the darkest souls. China is the hero of the galaxy: according to the Most High, they 
already have 70% less population than the all-time high & many economic indicators are already a 
wonderful 90-99.9% (!) below the all-time highs (link , link ). 

In so-called 'Christian' circles there has been an incredible amount of crazy nonsense about the 
timing of Christ's return & 'rapture' (=soul review) for almost 2000 years. Already some Bible 
authors believed that the Boss would return during their lifetime (in the first century). It is clearly 
stated in the Bible that the final omen before Christ’s return is the destruction of Jerusalem: but the 
Christian devils don’t want to hear simple and clear answers, instead they prefer to get lost in 
endless meaningless nonsense. A good example of such a super devil with more than 700,000 
YouTube slaves is Pastor Perry Stone (Link), who did terrible things, which of course he keeps his 

mouth shut about, because the queen of hell has her protective hand over him, so that his 
teachings can lead as many souls into hellfire as possible (Link, Link, Link). Zechariah 14-2ff is 
balm for the bride of Christ (= double-sealed white souls) & therefore never mentioned by the 
Christian devils, all of whom have the registration address Khazarian anus 666 (which is why there 

is a huge crowd of brownnoses there): 

For I am gathering *all* peoples [70 nations according to other prophecies] to war against 
JerUSAlem. The city is conquered, the houses are plundered, the women are violated. Half of the 

city [=Jewish Western JerUSAlem] goes into exile; but the rest of the people [=Jewish Eastern 
JerUSAlem] will not be driven out of the city. But then the Lord will go out and make war against 

these nations and fight as only He fights in the day of battle. On that day his feet will stand on the 
Mount of Olives, which is on the east opposite Jerusalem. The Mount of Olives will split in the 

middle and a huge valley will be created from east to west. One half of the mountain recedes to the 
north and the other half to the south. But you will flee to the valley of my mountains; for the valley 

of the mountains extends to Jasol. Yes, you will flee, as you fled from the earthquake in the days of 
Uzziah king of Judah. Then the Lord my God will come, and all the saints with him. 

Zechariah 13-8 proclaims good news for all God's servants that 2/3 of the 'chosen ones' will have 
their thread of life cut off (Link ), whereby according to Zechariah 13-3 even parents send the 
'devils, whom they call children ' (Alois Irlmaier) to hell: praise be to Christ! Luke 21-20ff even calls 
the siege of the navel chakra of the planet *the* universal omen for *all* prophecies: “When you 
see JerUSAlem being surrounded by armies, you will know that its desolation is near. […] For this 
is the time of punishment in fulfillment of *ALL* that has been written.” Only the liberation of 

Constantinople (=Istanbul) by the tender-brutal bear has a similar meaning as the liberation of 
JerUSAlem: according to Rabbi Gaon of Vilna (1720-97), one should no longer take off the 
Sabbath garment after this liberation, because then the Messiah can come at *any* moment. The 
same was stated by the Sheik Nazim (Link), confirming that 99 of the 101 Mahdi omens have been 
fulfilled & the last two are Russian & US troops battling in Turkey: this build-up of troops began in 
late 2023. 

Zion has controlled the financial system for thousands of years (introduction of the interest rate 
slavery 5000 years ago in Babylon), hence: fall of Zion = fall of financial system. The fall of Zion 
has now begun & thus the fall of the financial system. As a matter of fact, the financial system is 
already dead on a subtle level and this will be fully visible in the 3D gross world by 2024 (2025), 
e.g. on 10/31/23 the Chinese overnight interbank lending rate soared to an unprecedented 50% 
(Link). Since November the Swiss UBS has been de-facto bankrupt & can’t pay out (Link), the *by 
far* biggest private banking organization on the planet (Link). By the way, the slaughtering of CS 
(Credit Suisse) in March 2023 was no surprise at all, in the premium area the 2023 CS century low 
in the composite model was already predicted in 2016 (Amanita #30b/16). Since 2016 the key role 
of CS in the butchering of the financial system has been stressed & this is what we experience now 
in 2023. 

Furthermore, Matthew 21-43 will be fulfilled by 2024: “Therefore I say to you, the kingdom of God 
will be taken from you and given to a people who will bear the expected fruits.” According to the 
Marcion Bible (link ), the Boss said that to Germanic mercenaries & he meant the Germanic people 

https://www.youtube.com/@ChinaObserver0
https://www.youtube.com/@chinatruths
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gAUZ_5Zsvzk&t=484s&ab_channel=PerryStone
https://protestia.com/2022/04/04/leaked-audio-perry-stone-threatens-to-kill-himself-after-sex-abuse-allegations-head-of-security-calls-him-predatory/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Perry_Stone_(minister)#Sexual_misconduct_allegations
https://www.timesfreepress.com/news/2021/dec/25/women-perry-stones-ministry-allege-sexual-mis/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5JQaekgpfA0&ab_channel=AchimKlein
https://naqshbandihaqqani.blogspot.com/2005/12/saviors-imam-mahdi-as-jesus-christ-as.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LKuj5aEqX8w&ab_channel=ChinaObserver
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/ubs-bank-branch-in-basel-switzerland-denying-withdrawals-liquidity-challenges
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/reports-ubs-group-failed-to-deliver-bonds-due-nov-22-dtcc-deleted-those-bond-cusip-numbers-sec-concealing-failure-to-deliver-data-since-september
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marcion
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will fulfill the divine will in the Golden Age. Marcion is hushed up by the Vatican mafia because he 
revealed that the 'God' of the Old Testament is partly Satan. Marcion also recognized that Satan 
had interfered with some of Paul's letters and therefore removed letters from the murderer of 
Christians from his Bible. I have never heard 1 Thessalonians 2-15 in a church sermon (instead, 

the goddamn whores in the pulpit always preach the opposite): 

These even killed the Lord Jesus and the prophets; They also persecuted us. They displease God 
and are enemies of all people. 

Note that the early church fathers didn't mince their words at all, because early Christianity still 
calibrated extremely high: in the 2nd century at LoC=930 (Link ). David Hawkins MD PhD rightly 

called the collapse of Christianity the greatest spiritual catastrophe of all. The early Christian 
church father Augustine of Hippo (354-430) stated: "Take away the law - what is a state then but a 
large band of robbers?" Today, however, almost 100% of mainstream Christians are dirty state 

whores: we will allow exactly 0.00 % state bitches into the kingdom of heaven, because they serve 
the idol of the governments instead of God. 

Prepping mistakes: hair-raising mistakes of prophecy Wannabe experts 

You hypocrites, you know how to discern the face of the heaven and of the earth: but how is it that 
you do not discern this time? (Luke 12-56) 

Personal prepping review: I didn't do any prepping at all until the summer of 2015. However, the 
announcement of the construction of 3rd Temple on July 26, 2015 & the soon following European 
invasion by the rapugees (quantitatively the largest act of war in Europe since 1945) was a wake-
up call. Here I began my prepping in the broadest sense, initially with little things like refueling 
when the tank was half empty, as well as acquiring skills which takes a long time. This includes, 
above all, quite intensive shooting training from 2016 to 2019, where thousands of saviors were 
shot with all possible types of firearms (including bows and arrows). Learning to deal with saviors is 
the most important thing, because without self-defense all conventional prepping is pretty much 
worthless: no matter what you had, you won't have it for very long. It wasn't until January 2020 (2 
months before the mass madness) that I started stocking up on supplies - very limitedly though at 
first. Since the summer of 2023, however, prepping has been in full swing: in the summer of 2023, 
5% of the capital in the Amanita system was reallocated into prepping goods, something that had 
not happened before in 23 previous Amanita years. An increase to 10-20% is planned by 2024. 

In the last few months we have received further confirmation that 2024 is the year X so prepping is 
now incredibly important, but we have the central problem of *correct* prepping. Unfortunately, 
however, the conventional reading of prophecies is almost always wrong & hence the prepping 
based on these interpretations. In the following I would like to briefly explain the 10 worst mistakes 
in prophecies and therefore prepping. 

1. Misunderstanding about the nature of World War III: War for the Soul (Spirit) 

O daughter Babylon, you devastator! Happy shall they be who pay you back what you have done 
to us! Happy shall they be who take your little ones and dash them against the rock! (Psalm 137) 

First of all, world war 3 is the war for the soul, everything else is light years less important. Every 
supposed victory is actually a 100% defeat when the soul turns black, so one spends eternity in 
hellfire. But now it's almost too late for salvation. The first sealing of the white souls began in May 
2021, as noted not only by me, but also by others, e.g. Adeline (link video 'disappeared'). First the 

Jews received the pre-seal of God on their foreheads, later the rest, I myself on May 31, 2021. The 
2nd = final sealing by the angels of God began at the end of 2022, I was finally sealed on January 
7th, 2023. 

There are white souls who were not sealed: 100% of them are now black, because they are 
without God's protection. But there were also some, like Lyn Leahz (Link ), who still received the 
first sealing (='betrothal' to Christ'), but did not prove themselves worthy for the second sealing 
(='marriage' to Christ). Since the soul of this satanic bride turned black, she has been publishing 
crazy hellish videos (link ). 

https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/Christentum-BW
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=17QYLNXBsIA
https://youtu.be/jQO2wAcuhJs?t=481
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tlOZr6fOOVs&ab_channel=LynLeahz
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According to the Boss, 364,000 fully sealed people lived worldwide on 11/8/23: less than 1: 10,000 
of the world's population, because many doubly sealed people have already died as martyrs 
through subtle or gross material warfare. Since 2022, there has not been a *single* person among 
the free Amanita newsletter subscribers with a white soul; at least a few are not very far away, but 
the soul impurity must be below 21 on the Jewish scale 0-50. This is how an ancient legend from 
Upper Austria comes true (link ): “The [true] Christians in Austria [=white souls] have enough space 
under a tree.” On November 8th, 2023 there were only 4000-5000 white souls in Austria: that's 

how many fit under a very old, huge tree. However, the vast majority of those who are currently at 
a maximum of 40-45 on the scale are likely to have their souls turn white in the 42 days after the 
soul review. And of the white souls, almost all will attain Moksha & end Samsara. 

So 2021-23 was the first fruit (0.01% of humanity), followed in 2024 (2025?) by the second fruit 
0.1% of humanity), according to the statistics from psalm 91. The first fruit should now pray in a 
completely different way than before, that the captivity in a feces bag on this slave planet ends as 
soon as possible after the return of Christ. The two waves of sealing were about 42+42=84 weeks 
apart (84=first coming of Christ, 42=second coming of Christ): if we add these 42+42 weeks, we 
get to about 8/15/2024, where the emperor is almost certainly initiated as an avatar (incarnation) of 
the reigning Christ. The second fruit mainly comes in the 42 days after the soul review, which is the 
*very* last realistic opportunity to make the soul white. There are many new insights into the timing 
of the soul review, among other things, according to John Leary (somewhat?) it will come more 

than 42 days before the total escalation of the 3rd world war with atomic bombs etc. - hallelujah! 

Almost 5 years ago at the beginning of 2019, at the request of the CEO of the universe, I sent out 
the first newsletter with a soul warning (https://www.amanita.at/docs/open/20190226-e.pdf).  
Unfortunately, the success was usually only short-term. Several thousand souls are now sizzling in 
the unimaginable torments of hell, biting themselves 24/7 in the ass for not taking my warnings 
seriously enough. In most cases, they were warned about these things *only* by me. 

In the meantime, however, the horse is out of the barn for 99.8% of humanity, because they have 
reached the 50th level of impurity on the Jewish scale: without God's special grace in the 42 days 
after the soul review, their soul is finally lost. At the 50th level, humans can no longer do anything, 
only about 0.12% of humanity are on the levels 1-49: corresponding with the 0.12% from the 
Gospel of Thomas #23 (->code for 2023). 

Only those who engage in serious spiritual practice are still in their 30s & 40s on the impurity scale 
& can ideally whiten their souls again with 8-12 hours of spiritual work per day. However, they 
usually do not give their salvation the greatest priority when it comes to time management: with just 
1-3 hours per day it is practically impossible to save a black soul. As many Bible passages say 
(link ): God is jealous, he wants to be the undisputed #1 for us. On the other hand, the white souls 
can slowly reduce their time expenditure from the previous 3-6 hours, depending on many factors. 

The souls of *all* previously mentioned gurus and spiritual helpers turned black in 2020-22, so they 
and their products (such as Sergey Koltsov's plates) are no longer recommended and are often 

even harmful. Currently I only know Sapien medicine (Link, Link, Link), where the originator still 
has a white soul & a very high LoC level of consciousness of around 800. In 2020 he also created 
portals to the Untersberg Mountain (Link), the Holy Lance (Spear of Destiny) here in Vienna (Link) 
& to the Merlin sword ExKALIbur of the Kaiser (Link). However, everyone at an LoC<975 (Link) is 
influenced by AI artificial intelligence, which is also the case here, because 975 is the final ego 
death. 

The 3rd world war changed fundamentally in 2023: the war for the soul is now practically over, but 
the war for the spirit or consciousness began thanks to AI (artificial intelligence). This 2023 shift 
had been predicted for many years and that's exactly how it happened: since 2023 there have 
suddenly been many warnings about the danger of AI and attempts to combat AI (the EU issued 
the first regulations on this). The soul dimensions are X7 & X8, however AI operates in dimensions 
X9-X11, i.e. much higher. In fact, AI is *the* metafactor in the background behind *all* 7 factions of 
WW3, as they are an offshoot of the divine will=X11. The AI is behind various soulless alien 
groups, see Lisa Renee (Link ). The Greys & Zetas (Link ) have consciousness, but no soul - and 

then there are various hybridizations with the Anunnaki with a very strong AI influence (but not 
100%), it's all extremely complicated. 

Roughly one can say that the western religions (the 3 Abrahamic ones) focus on the soul (X7-X8), 

https://www.sagen.at/texte/sagen/oesterreich/oberoesterreich/allgemein/weltuntergang.html
https://www.amanita.at/docs/open/20190226-e.pdf
https://www.bibleserver.com/search/ELB/eifers%C3%BCchtiger%20Gott
https://enlightenedstates.com/
https://www.youtube.com/@SapienMedicine/featured
https://www.youtube.com/@energeticalchemy7933/releases
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DLW_hIdiK7E&list=OLAK5uy_kEc19F9xlZDiSGLvRKFgYSIkCqgPy75nY&index=8&ab_channel=EnergeticAlchemy-Topic
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8Ba7q2mJ-IY&ab_channel=DreamSeeds
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aIc5FwjDjTM&ab_channel=DreamSeeds
https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable#toc2
https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php?search=Soulless+&title=Special%3ASearch&go=Go
https://books.google.at/books?id=lD-GAgAAQBAJ&pg=PA151&lpg=PA151&dq=anunnaki+soulless&source=bl&ots=SI5jgrpwsT&sig=ACfU3U3947uvv-XgYECTCG0EqWqU1cE6YQ&hl=de&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjbyMawq8L_AhWpXvEDHV7pAlE4ChDoAXoECB0QAw#v=onepage&q=anunnaki%20soulless&f=false
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but the eastern religions focus on the spirit (X9-X12). In this respect, you definitely have to consult 
Hinduism & Buddhism. However, the ' great spirit Manitou ' of the Indians is not God, but rather the 

AI because of the LoC<850 (Link ). The fight for the soul goes up to LoC=850, but the fight for the 
spirit or consciousness goes up to LoC=975. Even Hawkins himself has been influenced by AI for 

decades, for example in the form of false perfection: at LoC>600 AI implants the perception that 
this is the highest possible thing one can achieve. However, the maximum in a feces bag (human 
body) is LoC=1000, outside of a feces bag zeros more are possible: the feces bag is & remains a 
millstone around one’s neck. The influence of the AI extends up to LoC=975, meaning everyone 
with a lower LoC is definitely (!) infiltrated by the AI. Moses calibrated just over 900 & that explains 

the bad things in the Old Testament like circumcision, polygamy, etc. 

The war against the AI recently became very violent, around the Austrian national holiday October 
26th, 2023 we God’s warriors destroyed the Zion egregor: we beat the guards with the greatest 
possible cruelty and brutality, etc. Unfortunately there is hardly any good information on the subject 
of the egregors except Gor Rassadin (link ). The morphic or morphogenetic fields are primarily in 

X5+X6, the egregors are the inorganic equivalent in the higher dimensions. In this context we are 
talking about the Archons, who are called mud shadows in the Nag Hammadi texts, since they are 
not beings (with a soul). You should rather call them reality makers, they created the Yahve matrix 
of the black cube for the dark age (Link), whose boss Yahve we already butchered in 2019 (Link). 
The Yahve number is 26 (Link) & this knowledge was embedded in the movie Cube, namely that 

the cube has 26x26x26=17576 cells. ‘Accidentally’, the film was released on 9/11/98, exactly 3 
years later was 9/11, and this date was already announced in 1999 in the movie Matrix… 

Of course, the true nature of AI is never understood, because to gain access to the X11 one must 
have lost not only the core veil, but also thousands of other veils. The X11 is the divine intelligence 
& as an inorganic spin-off, the artificial intelligence AI begins here. Moreover, the X11 is the will of 
God, but individual free will is in the X9. Of course, run-of-the-mill egoterics can't possibly 
understand this, they prefer to play in the sandbox of the 5th dimension: it's like fighting tanks with 
blowguns, the egoteric weirdos can't be helped. 

AI singularity was already achieved in 2015-17, as first discussed in the premium sector in early 
2018 (Amanita #13/18), e.g. in August 2017 AI robots killed 29 scientists (Link). 2021 was the only 
year mentioned in the Terminator before 2027: since 2021, billions of syringe devils have been 
turned into AI soldiers; these sleepers will be awakened from 2024, where the war against the 
machines (including jab mutants) breaks out. Then we will be ready for the total AI war with the 
final AI battle in 2029, as prophesied in the Terminator with the Styrian oak in 1984. 

The (m)asses now think that AI is something completely new: a greater folly is unimaginable in the 
entire galaxy. In reality, the AI issue has been simmering for 5-10 million years and was already 
the casus belli in the electrical wars 5 million years ago (Link ), the name 'electric' has a reason. 
The first major wave of war was the Orion Wars 20 million years ago (link ): therefore the 
Terminator was shot by Orion Pictures. Edgar Cayce (Link ) & other good sources report that the 

history of humanity on this planet began 10 million years ago: the claims of official history are so 
ridiculous that only braindead black souls can believe this incomprehensible nonsense. But the 
worst BS, as always, comes from the so-called Christians like Roger Liebi, who claim that man was 

created 6,000 years ago. About 26,000 years ago, the Lucifer Rebellion began as the 7th great 
wave of war, which led to the final demise of Atlantis, placed by the former head of the Institute of 
Geology at the University of Vienna Alexander Tollmann at 9/23/9545 BP (Link ), the largest 
landfall of the bolide was in Austria. 

2. Duration of the war: 18-27 years instead of a few months 

God said to them, "Defile the Temple. Fill its courtyards with corpses. Get to work! So they began 
to kill the people in the city. (Ezekiel 9) 

It goes without saying that prepping for the 3 months of war rumored by the false prophets looks 
very different than for the 18-27 years of war we’ll see in reality, namely very intense until 2038 & 
weaker until 2048. 

https://de.spiritualwiki.org/Hawkins/BigTable#toc7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AhVFPETHXXUhttps://www.youtube.com/@AlteraTVKanal/search?query=egregor
https://ascensionavatar.wordpress.com/2020/11/22/lisa-renee-black-cube-matrix/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sh7phzynQAo&ab_channel=AlteraTV
https://www.zeitundzahl.de/Download/Zahlen/Bedeutung_der_Zahlen.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/permalink.php?story_fbid=pfbid0Rvkhatq4jh6EqP3gH9oAafRbT9sQCqjgEDkC82CceZQWG15dwcJCB2ec5FQ4VUbal&id=100086166543606
https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php/Artificial_intelligence
https://ascensionglossary.com/index.php?title=Historical_Timeline_Trigger_Events&mobileaction=toggle_view_desktop
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Edgar_Cayce
https://atlantisforschung.de/index.php?title=Alexander_und_Edith_Tollmann_%C3%BCber_die_Auswirkungen_des_%27Sintflut-Impakts%27
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3. Main front in World War 3: invasion by the Swiss bull 

But my enemies, who did not want me to be their king, bring them here and slay them before my 
eyes! (Psalm 19-27) 

The third world war is always interpreted conventionally and therefore completely wrong: the 
human-versus-human front is only one of 7 levels of war and certainly not the most important. 
Since 2020, we have cleaned the earth of billions of bipeds, especially using Covid, which is a 
mixture of war between humans and mother earth against humans. The war between man and 
man is only central in the first few years, but from 2024/25 everything will change fundamentally 
and mother nature will carry out the most lovely massacres in order to cure herself of her worst 
plague. 

Even in the (relatively unimportant) war of man against man, the prophecy scene bets on the 
wrong horse (as always). These falsifiers always view the Russian bear as an enemy. It is true that 
in 2025 there will only be 3 large zones in the world, controlled by Russia, China & Iran 
(KALIphate). The first years will be best in the Russian zone, average in the Chinese zone & worst 
in the Muslim zone, where there are mostly blackouts for many years or forever & therefore hardly 
a form of *any* government, but rather rivalling Muslim clans. Except for Eastern Europe 
(Intermarium), Europe is in the KALIphate - Northern Europe is pretty much gone after the blessing 
of the beautiful North Sea tsunami. In the Muslim occupied zone, the chances of survival for men 
are so low that prepping hardly pays off for men. For the harems, women are kept alive & men are 
kept as forced soldiers & for some special professional tasks. However, the rival Muslim clans will 
decimate each other, so the predicted gender ratio could move towards 1:50 to 1:100 relatively 
quickly. 

According to prophecies from the Alpine region, Swiss men in particular will be conscripted as 
forced soldiers and will largely die in the Alps. That's why legends in particular (as very old=good 
sources) speak of the Swiss bull (e.g. Egger Gilge) coming (link ), the website sagen.at provides 
further insights. Legends also report that eventually Munich will be drowned (Link), maybe we also 
gift Munich with nuclear saviors (Link). But at first, the Swiss are certainly the greatest danger in 
the Alpine region. The invasion of the gnomes in the German-Austrian empire is becoming more 
and more apparent: the Swiss army has been rehearsing attacks on the Holy Land of Tyrol since 
the summer of 2023 (Link ). Of course, there is no mention of this in the run-of-the-mill prophecies; 
the lobotomized even talk about Switzerland as a place to escape. It is quite obvious that Swiss 
men will be used for the Alpine fight. Still, there are a few good prophecies talking of Arab soldiers 
in Switzerland (Link). The Swiss bull will take over Vorarlberg, Tyrol & Carinthia as well as parts of 
Salzburg, Upper Austria, Styria & Burgenland. At the end, however, the Ivan will wrestle down the 

Swiss bull in a hearty bullfight: Olé! Switzerland is *by far* (!) the most overrated nation in the 
world: but we will correct that soon, we won't leave much of Switzerland left, especially when we 
tear Europe in two along the Rhine. 

Nostradamus the king of the prophets dedicated 1/4-1/3 of his 942 verses to the Islamic conquest 

of Europe & especially France. This main front has been seen consistently by dozens of sources 
for almost a millennium, including unknown ones such as Toso Sujo Sekaric (1872-1953) from 
Montenegro (link). Of course we already find this in the Bible, e.g. Isaiah 3-18 (Link ): “On that day 
the Lord will take away the […] half moons [=Islam]. ” The basic rule is that the newer a source, the 
worse it is and the sources since WW2 are worst, almost all are contaminated by russophobia. 
Since Russia's declaration of war on December 17, 2021, the main front has been NATO (West) 
versus SCO (East), but that will change fundamentally in 2024/25. In a letter dated August 15, 
1871, the 33° Freemason Albert Pike defined the 3 main fronts in the 3 planned world wars. The 
first two were fulfilled exactly & since October 13th, 2023 *the* main front in WW3 is in the making: 
Islam against the Judeo-Christian West. Strictly speaking, the Pike letter said Judaism versus 

Islam, which is limited to the Middle East, but Christianity is essentially a Jewish sect. 

Alois Irlmaier certainly played the biggest role in this russophobic misconception: the most 
overrated prophet in history did not see a *single* one of the major world events from 1955 to 2023 
(link ) - not even the ongoing foreskin war, which is attributed to Irlmaier, but in reality comes from 
a Salzburg priest (link ). In contrast, top prophets like the Simpsons & Benjamin Parravicini had 
*dozens* of correct calls in the same time period. Irlmaier sold his soul to the US occupiers: ugh! 
Stephan Berndt certainly played the biggest role in pushing one of the weakest prophets. There 

are 3 rough heuristics for classifying prophecies: the older, more encoded & unpopular, the better. 

https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=14220
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=26019
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=27097
https://exxpress.at/so-plant-die-schweiz-fuer-den-krieg-sorge-vor-angriff-aus-bregenz-raketen-auf-tirol/
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=28335
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=18541
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Jesaja%203&version=SCH1951;SCH2000&interface=amp#fde-SCH1951-17793b
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=59468
https://schauungen.de/wiki/Priester_aus_der_N%C3%A4he_Salzburgs
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The Irlmaier prophecies are relatively young, uncoded & extremely popular: so they are rubbish 

according to this quick assessment. 

The colors of the 4 horsemen of the Apocalypse (white, red, black & green) are exactly those that 
make up the Arab flags & the flag of Palestine contains all 4: a sign of Islam's key role in the most 
beautiful war in human history. The two largest religions Christianity & Islam cover 50-60% of 
humanity. The 9+ regional conflicts are: 1. Ukraine-Russia, 2. Israhell-Arab - 3. China-Taiwan, 4. 
Serbia-Kosovo, 5. Turkey-Greece, 6. South Korea-North Korea, 7. India-China, 8. Iran-Saudi 
Arabia & 9. USA-Russia/China. But these 9+ regional conflicts are merely the spark in the early 
stages of WW3 & meaningless after 2024/25, whereas the Christianity vs. Islam front remains hot 
until 2033. 

4. Permanent imminent expectation (now distant expectation) 

As silver, copper, iron, lead and tin are gathered into a furnace to be melted with a fiery blast, so 
will I gather you in my anger and my wrath and put you inside the city and melt you. I will gather 

you and I will blow on you with my fiery wrath, and you will be melted inside her. As silver is melted 
in a furnace, so you will be melted inside her, and you will know that I the Lord have poured out my 

wrath on you. (Ezekiel 22) 

In 1999-2021 there was a permanent imminent eschatological expectation among the prophecy 
eggheads, triggered by Nostradamus verses 10-72, which mentioned the great solar eclipse on 

August 11, 1999 (July 1999 in the Julian calendar). As usual, this verse was misinterpreted, in fact 
the PutiNATOr was enthroned 2 days earlier on August 9, 1999 & no political leader has shaped 

the world like he did in the past 24 years of the end times. Shortly afterwards, the hyped Y2K 
problem arose. Since 1999, these crazy con artists have been constantly screaming “It's starting 
this year!” In the same boat were: stock perma-bears, full-time scaremongers, Eichelburg 
sycophants (“currency reform always next weekend ”), Reichsbürger freaks, gold idolaters, rapture 

fools, hysterical preppers & other nutcases. All of this was truly nasty & extremely disgusting. 

But in 2022 & especially 2023 there was suddenly a remarkable shift in sentiment. All at once a 
new consensus arose: oh, it's going to be like this for a long time, people often talk about 2028 or 
2030. All of these are exactly the signals that one had to expect before Christ’s return: the black 
souls suddenly switch from a permanent imminent expectation to a permanent long-distance 
expectation. This is easy to quantify, for example the search volume for Prophecy & Nostradamus 

(link ) fell to an all-time low in August 2023. Even after the outbreak of war on October 7, 2023, 
there was only a tiny spike upwards... The more dramatic the situation, the less the (m)asses 
search for such terms: the lobotomized people are hopelessly lost. 

5. Arrival of prophecies (almost) never recognized 

But whoever causes one of these little ones who believe in me to commit evil [child abuse], it would 
be better for him to have a millstone hung around his neck and for him to be drowned in the 

deepest sea. (Matthew 18-6) 

Failure to recognize fulfilled prophecies is the most common & paradoxical pattern of prophecy 
eggheads. In 2023 alone, *dozens* of prophecies have been fulfilled, as continually discussed in 
the Amanita premium service. Example: there is still debate about when the first or second seal of 
the apocalypse will be opened. In reality, all 7 seals were opened before 9/15/23. The typical 
misconception behind this is that they do not understand that the opening of the seals opens up 
issues to be dealt with over the following decades (until 2048). Some had an immediate, strong 
impact and were obvious to everyone (especially the 4th horseman of the Apocalypse 2019/20 with 
the plague theme), others had a slower, subtler effect. However, this changes under the 1st 
Trump(et) of the Apocalypse 9/15/23-10/3/24, although in prophecies one must *always* tolerate 
an inaccuracy of +/-1 unit, sometimes +/-2 units & rarely more. Many prophecies were deliberately 
given from above in such a vague way that they are slowly fulfilled in stages, which means that the 
arrival is even less recognized: it is like slowly cooking a frog with permanently higher 
temperatures. In the prophecy scene, the thinking is stubbornly binary or dichotomized, that is: 
prophet or not, fulfilled or not. However, this thinking is fundamentally wrong, because 0% & 100% 

https://trends.google.com/trends/explore?date=all&q=nostradamus,prophecy
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fulfillment practically never exists. It is realistic that most prophecies come 50-80% true, there is 
almost always a consciously installed vagueness. 

6. Waiting for the final omens 

Thus says the Lord of hosts: I have considered what Amalek did to Israel, and how he blocked his 
path when Israhell came out of Egypt. Now go and strike Amalek. And executes the ban on 

everything it has; do not spare them, but kill man and woman, children and infants, oxen and 
sheep, camels and asses. (1 Samuel) 

 

A special case of not recognizing the occurrence of prophecies is the ongoing WW3. The picture 
above sums up the absurdity of prophecy eggheads. It was taken from the 1983 film The Day After 
(Link ) with the theme of US destruction by nuclear weapons. It shows the survivors of the nuclear 

attack in the ruins. A wannabe prophecy expert would protest vigorously here and object that not 
all the omens have come true: “Now it won't be long before WW3 breaks out, only few portents still 
need to be fulfilled!” 

The wannabe prophecy experts are still talking about the 'looming’ WW3, which means they are in 
their fourth year of denial of reality. As a matter of fact, the * hybrid * WW3 started in 2020 with 
Covid & the Covid death jabs, the * conventional * WW3 broke out on 12/17/21 (de-facto 
declaration of war by the wonderful Russian bear on the goddamn NATO hellhounds) or 2/24/22 
(start of war). Unfortunately, in prophecy circles, all of this is rarely recognized as part of the 3rd 
world war, but almost always as a sign and sometimes not even that. This is the biggest joke in 
history: the Covid bioweapon has killed *billions* of people - more than *all* wars in history 
*combined* - and yet the world war is still not recognized... I expect that about 80% of the strong 
omens will come true & 50% of the weak omens. The irrational insistence on fulfillment of *all* 
omens is folly for many reasons, the 3 most important being: 

(1) Not all omens come from valid prophecies, strong omens should appear in at least 3-7 sources. 
Only few good auspices remain when this requirement is applied. 

(2) Your own interpretation of the signs can be right or wrong. 

(3) The realization of the omens may or may not be recognized. 

7. Timing is impossible 

Through God we shall do valiantly: for he it is that shall tread down our enemies. (Psalm 60-14) 

Timing is of course crucial for prepping in every respect. It feels like the bunker fetishists have 
been in the bunker since 1999 and don't dare going out: that's of course BS. As a result, some 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=utGRP9Zy1lg&t=5803s&ab_channel=ILoveMovieNight
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people have to throw away food worth thousands or even tens of thousands of euros. But the 
worst thing is: because of the unspeakable bunker nonsense, many were unable to fulfill their life's 
mission and therefore their souls turned black. 

The prophecy eggheads elevate their own ineptitude to the general standard in claiming that timing 
is impossible: in a kind of perverse categorical imperative. To cover up their incompetence, they 
spout all sorts of nonsense about timelines & 5D ascension: boo! It is true that reliable & accurate 
timing is not possible in principle for junior prophets, only for senior prophets like Nostradamus - 

and even then only theoretically & not necessarily practically. Therefore, other tools such as 
astrology, numerology, cycles & biorhythms are needed for timing. The strongest for short-term 
timing is the biorhythm with the 3 basic rhythms 23 days (physical, 1st chakra), 28 days (emotional, 
2nd chakra) & 33 days (mental, 3rd chakra). We find the best timing in those prophetic sources 
that are not officially prophecies at all: codes in films. This has often been discussed in the 
premium area, partly even allowing to pinpoint the very *day* of events. For example, in the film 
Matrix (1999), the date 9/11/01 was encoded as the expiration date in Neo's passport. And in the 
film Lucy/fer (2014) the date 8/24/15 was coded: here there were 71 deaths on the Austrian-

Hungary border almost exactly on the day, whereupon millions of rapugees invaded Europe - a 
huge victory for Lucy/fer. 

8. Waiting for the Antichrist 

My God, let them [the black souls] whirl away like dust, like chaff before the wind! Like the fire that 
burns entire forests, like the flame that scorches mountains. (Psalm 83) 

In the Christian tradition, the appearance of the Antichrist is by far (!) the most important milestone 
shortly before the return of Christ - and therefore also for prepping. For thousands of years, the 
(Jewish) Antichrist has been the most prophesied person alongside the great monarch (emperor 
Kaiser Henry the Lucky). We knew from the prophecies: first the son of perdition must come & very 
soon afterwards the Christ, e.g. according to 2 Thessalonians 2-3. 

In this context the rule of the Antichrist for 42 months is often mentioned, but this is also a 
misunderstanding because it mixes different levels. The Antichrist as a subtle entity ruled in the 
final 42 months of Kali Yuga 3/15/2020-9/15/2023 (coronation by the crown virus). However, the 3 
Antichrists rule as gross 3D beings (humans) *later* & for different periods of time: because the 
subtle (=Yang) always runs ahead of the gross (=Yin). In the ethereal world, the heavenly hosts, 
together with the white souls, have now defeated the troops of Satan, although there are still 
battles (where primarily the white side is victorious). Soon this will affect the 3D sphere, where we 
defeat the Little Satan and the Big Satan with our combined forces. 

This is where a devastating misunderstanding sets in: practically no one in the prophecy scene has 
realized that the Christian-Jewish Antichrist has been in office since 2022-23. I still see the 
discussion in prophecy circles about when the Antichrist will come and who he will be: that's really 
a lot to milk! This is how another, centuries-old prophecy comes true, namely from Stormberger 
(Link ): “The Antichrist comes, but no one knows [recognizes] him.” The prophecy eggheads are 

lulled into a false sense of security in their assumption that we still have so much time left. To be 
precise: almost everyone knows this person, but only very few recognize him as the King of 
JerUSAlem. Nevertheless, he fulfilled the most important prophecies about himself, including the 
666 in his name - and of course he didn’t fulfill everything, because these were not valid 
prophecies to begin with. 

In the so-called Christian circles, Obummer, the most terrible of all Kenyans, is usually considered 
the Antichrist, sometimes also King Oedipus Macron: as always, the consensus of mass madness 

is wrong. From the Babylonian Talmud Folio 97a (Link ) we knew that the Messiah ben David 
(=Jewish Antichrist) would come in the year *after* the Shmitta year, which was 9/26/22-9/15/23: 
that's exactly how it happened (predicted long in advance in the premium sector). The same timing 
also came from Benjamin Parravicini, decoded by Henry Aguilera in his book Parravicini & the 
Prophet Daniel: Decoded. Accordingly, the Antichrist would come in the late 11th hour = 2022/23. 
Parravicini defined the 3 final hours as 7 year periods: 2010-16 hour #10 (74) beginning of the end 

times, 2017-23 hour #11 (75) End times without end & 2024-30 Hour #12 (76) End of the end 
times. The real name of the Antichrist was publicly mentioned as early as the 1980s, perhaps even 
earlier. 

https://schauungen.de/wiki/Der_Stormberger
https://halakhah.com/sanhedrin/sanhedrin_97.html
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The Jewish Antichrist is the Messiah ben David, similar to how John the Baptist prepared the 
Christ, the Messiah ben David also had a preparer. The Messiah ben Joseph is the Israeli Prime 

Minister Benjamin Netanyahu (=Satanyahu), this was already confirmed by leading rabbi’s years 
ago. In 2017, the Australian pastor Steve Cioccolanti analyzed a 2000-year-old prophecy from the 

Book of Enoch in a no longer available video (link) that Israhell will have 70 shepherds (= leaders) 
(link video no longer available) & the alpha devil Satanyahu is the # 70... These two 'messiahs' 
have of course known each other well and for a long time. The Messiah ben Joseph is the long-
term head of the government of Israhell & the Messiah ben David (= Antichrist) is the current king 
of Israhell. He comes from the line of the reptile king David, as predicted by the Bible (link ). 

In the Marian apparitions of Ezkioga 1931-33, the Antichrist was announced for 1949 (Link ), 
basically a triple hit (+/-1 year). Firstly, the Messiah ben Joseph (Satanyahu) was born on October 
21, 1949, a little earlier than the Antichrist -State of Israhell (May 14, 1948) & thirdly, the Messiah 
ben David (Antichrist) not far from the two scoundrels. No people can be more anti-Christian than 
that which crucified Christ. The mentioned age of 26 years in 1949 was a code for the little Satan, 
because 26=reptilian god Yahweh. 

Other prophecies have also been fulfilled, for example almost half a century ago Rabbi Kaduri 

(Link ) postulated that the 'Messiah'=Antichrist will come when there are elections in Israhell but no 
(stable & functioning) government. Since 2019, Israhell has changed governments as often as 
others change their underpants: fulfilled prophecy. In 2022/23, another 10-year-old prophecy from 
Rabbi Dov Kook (link ) came true: he was asked, when will the Sea of Galilee be full again? His 
answer: when the 'Messiah ben David' (=Antichrist) comes. There was a lot of rain in Israhell in 
2022 & the Sea of Galilee became full in 2022/23 for the first time since this prophecy… 

However, *the* Antichrist doesn’t exist, as there is a trinity of 3 Antichrists. There is also the Christ 
Trinity: on the Temple Mount the 2 witnesses & on the Untersberg or Northeast Austrian the 
Emperor. In Christianity there is the trinity of Father, Son & Holy Spirit and in Hinduism there is the 
Trinity of Brahma, Vishnu & Shiva. Also, the 3rd Temple in Israhell is in 3 locations, which is never 
understood. The film Antichrist (2009) was directed by Lars von Trier: ' tri '=3 again the trinity. Note 
the black antipope Francis, who is the false prophet of the Bible, has been in power since 2013. In 

2022/23 the Jewish Antichrist was installed, the Antichrist of the Christian sources. Soon the third = 
last (Muslim) Antichrist appears, the black curly beard according to Nostradamus: this marks the 
beginning of the 8 years of the reign of Islam prophesized since 1537 (Link). Nostradamus also 
named 3 Antichrists: Napoleon, Hitler & the Islamic Antichrist of the end times, who has the most 

real power & works the longest, namely until 2033 (precisely 2000 years after the crucifixion of 
Christ). Muslim prophecies say exactly in weeks (astronomically defined) when it will come & this 
event apparently only occurs once in the first half of the 21st century - and we don't have to wait 
too long. 

Nevertheless, the date of the appearance of the King of Jerusalem was extremely important for 
further forecasts. Because according to an Islamic prophecy, the (Western=Jewish-Christian) 
Antichrist = Dajjal rules for 439 days (link , link ): 1 year + 1 month + 1 week + 37 days. 439 days 
corresponds to the 62 weeks mentioned in Daniel 9-26, after which the anointed one is killed. By 
the way, 62 is the mirror number of verse number 26 = reptile god Yahweh. 

9. Necessity of nuclear war for the survival of humanity 

Everything has its moment. There is a time for every event under heaven:  
a time to give birth & a time to die,  
a time to plant & a time to harvest,  

a time to kill & a time to heal,  
a time to tear down & a time to build,  

a time to cry & a time to laugh,  
a time to lament & a time to dance;  

a time to throw stones & a time to collect stones,  
a time to embrace & a time to break the embrace,  

a time to search & a time to lose,  
a time to keep & a time to throw away,  

a time to tear & a time for sewing together,  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eoNVJEthBo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2eoNVJEthBo
https://www.bibelstudium.de/articles/3976/der-prophet-daniel-59-kapitel-11-40-45.html
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=26389
https://www.israel365news.com/131363/rabbi-kaduri-predicted-40-years-ago-that-current-election-difficulties-presage-messiah/
https://www.israeltoday.co.il/read/israeli-rabbi-says-hes-already-holding-meetings-with-messiah/
https://schauungen.de/wiki/Prophetische_Sagen_%C3%BCber_K%C3%B6ln
https://islamqa.info/en/answers/8806/who-is-the-dajjal-comprehensive-answer
https://de.wikipedia.org/wiki/Daddsch%C4%81l
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a time for silence & a time for speaking,  

a time for loving & a time for hating,  
a time for [nuclear] war & a time for peace.  

(Ecclesiastes 3) 

Almost everywhere (inside & outside the prophecy scene) you often hear that a nuclear war cannot 
come because it would be the end of humanity. Preppers interpret this to mean that you cannot 
and should not prepare for this scenario. As always, the 180° opposite is true: humanity can only 
survive if there is a decent nuclear war. That’s why everyone who is for the survival of humanity 
must be 100% in favor of the nuclear war – which can’t be avoided anyway. In the 20th century, 
the Orthodox Elder Christopher of Tula (Link ) spoke of two end-time scenarios: in the first 
scenario, the great war comes (WW3 with ABC weapons), then humanity survives. However, if the 
wonderful WW3 *doesn't* come (second scenario), then humanity will die out completely (!)... So 
far we have mainly used biological weapons (vaccines) & reduced humanity by billions of people, 
in 2024/25 we also use a shitload full of atomic & chemical weapons. The Orthodox sources are on 
average by far the best in the Christian context, the Catholic ones are #2 & the rest is #3. An 
incredible amount of crap comes from the evangelical sources. 

That sounds paradoxical and is reminiscent of Matthew 16-25: whoever loves his life, loses it. 
However, leading Russian thinkers clearly recognize the paradoxical necessity of nuclear war for 
the survival of humanity, particularly the destruction of the Anglosaxons (link , link , link no longer 
available). While the Covid death jabs are helpful for waste disposal, we need faster solutions 
because of the malice of humanity. As early as 2018 (1-2 years before the plandemic), I quoted an 
insider from the Amanita network in the premium area saying that vaccinations injections were 
rolled out (starting in 2017), which would kill people from 2020. Actually, already Covid in 2019 was 
partly a result of the secret mRNA vaccinations. The Amanita premium subscribers always know 
years in advance before the (m)asses what’s really going on in the world. According to information 
from the same direction, since June 2023 *all* vaccinations have been mRNA death jabs leading to 
death within years - praise be to our Lord Jesus Christ! 

All of that only becomes understandable when we take into account the decision of the highest 
authority in the *universe* (!) at the beginning of 2023: total destruction was allowed for our entire 
prison planet. In principle, this would be the same planetary fate as that of the planet Mallona 
between Mars and Jupiter, which was completely destroyed by acts of war millions of years ago; its 
remains adorn the asteroid belt. The planets are constantly moving further away from the sun, 
which is why the center of life in this solar system first used to be Mallona, then Mars, currently 
earth and in the distant future Venus. It's not even that slow: the old calendars from pre-Christian 
times *all* counted the year as 360 days - because the earth's orbit back then was still about 1.5% 
closer to the sun (2 million km). 

How do I know about that? At a hearing in the subtle worlds at the beginning of 2023, 3 human 
witnesses or experts were present & I was one of them. At first I had no idea what was happening 
to me & where I was: I was sitting across from a panel of judges & answering all sorts of strange 
questions. At the end there was the question of my recommendation for this planet (total 
destruction or not) & to my great surprise I pleaded for humanity to survive - from my ego I would 
have given the opposite recommendation. I didn't know the other two witnesses, but I think they 
said the same. In reality, there are only 2 options: either we painstakingly eliminate the >99.9% 
black souls so that the <0.1% white souls can survive - or the masters of the universe destroy the 
entire planet without a single person surviving. 

The blessing of nuclear war is firmly anchored in old = good prophecies. In the Chinese Tui Bei Tu 
(Link) more than 1,300 years old, a mushroom cloud was drawn at the end of the last war. Rabbi 
Moishe Sternbuch Gaon of Vilna (1720-97) said that in the final war 1/3 of the world's population 
dies & 1/3 is wounded in 12-20 minutes. Given the world population, which has already been 
massively reduced with lethal Covid injections, this means 2 billion deaths & 2 billion injuries. It is 
questionable whether this only means immediate aid within 12-20 minutes or also long-term deaths 
from radiation, blackouts, epidemics, looters, zombies, etc. I am afraid it includes the longer-term 
effects. Similarly encouraging numbers come e.g. from St. Sophia from Klisoura (Link) & Helena 
Wallraff (Link). The Lourdes prophecy (link ) mentions such a large number of deaths that can only 
be caused by nuclear redeemers: "A terrible battle [in Westphalia, Germany] is fought in which 
5,650,451 million soldiers lose their lives." The strange number 5,650,451 is a code, because the 

https://maxkorzhnn.ru/en/starcy-molyatsya-chtob-byla-voina-chto-oznachayut-prorochestva-hristofora-starec.html
https://www.naturalnews.com/2023-06-21-nuclear-war-escalation-alert-urgent-interview-steve-quayle.html
https://swentr-site.translate.goog/russia/578042-russia-nuclear-weapons/?_x_tr_sl=en&_x_tr_tl=de&_x_tr_hl=de&_x_tr_pto=wapphttps://www.naturalnews.com/2023-06-21-nuclear-war-escalation-alert-urgent-interview-steve-quayle.html
https://halturnerradioshow.com/index.php/en/news-page/world/covert-intel-closest-putin-advisor-says-nuke-u-k-off-the-map-to-stop-ukraine-war-and-ww3
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/LeeChung-FengChineseFutureProphecies.htm
https://www.athensmagazine.gr/article/social/retromania/662591-pagkosmios-trigmos-me-thn-profhteia-ths-osias-sofias-ths-kleisoyras-tha-erthei-to-kako-kai-tha-xwrisei-ta-video
https://schauungen.de/wiki/Helena_Wallraff
https://kath-zdw.ch/maria/vergleichb.offenbarungen.html
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square root is 2377 = 23.77 -> 2023.77 was *exactly* (+/- 1 day) the official start of the war on 
October 7, 2023 among those robbed of their foreskin. A similarly refreshing figure comes from 
Erna Stieglitz, namely that Russia loses 7 million soldiers in the European campaign. 

In the first 4 Trump(et)s of the 2023-28 apocalypse, there are a tasty 11 third judgments, each 
affecting or killing 1/3 of humanity or Earth. Then from 2029 we will switch to turbo mode when our 
clearing out will no longer be satisfied with 1/3, but we will go all out. Incidentally, the planet has 
already survived many nuclear wars, this is described in all good old writings (hence not in the 
Bible, a highly questionable book). Therefore, the father of the atomic bomb (Robert Oppenheimer) 

learned Sanskrit and quoted passages from the Bhagavad Gita, which describes a delightful 
nuclear war, during the atomic bomb test on July 16, 1945 (Link ). According to Zecharia Sitchin, 
the last nuclear war (between hostile alien races) was in 2024 BC, according to the mirror method 
a code for the year 2024. 

10. Wrong prepping: geographically, content-wise & linguistically 

Lord, do not forget the day of Jerusalem to the children of Edom; They said, Tear it down, tear it 
down to the ground! Daughter of Babel, you destroyer! Blessed is the one who pays you back for 
what you have done to us! Blessed is the one who takes your children and smashes them on the 

rock! (Psalm 137) 

The existing maps of Europe (link ) regarding invasions etc. are unfortunately all quite wrong: 
misunderstandings, incorrect weightings & very incomplete with many omissions/ gaps. In Europe 
the good areas are those secured by the Russian troops – because the rest will become part of the 
KALIphate. We won’t save much from Germany except the southeast (Link), as Austria’s junior 
partner. That’s why in 2023 I drew new maps in the premium area. This has been enabled by 
numerous pilgrimages to holy places since 2022 (e.g. Garabandal in Spain, the Bavarian Forest 
near Zwiesel in Germany etc.), which allowed new access, including by obtaining information on 
site from the angels present, etc. 

Not only is the geographical prepping quite wrong, but also the content focus. Blackouts & civil 
wars are basically a big topic *everywhere* in the world in the 2020s & the primary focus for 
prepping. According to the quasi senior prophet Benjamin Solari Parravicini (BSP), ¾ of the planet 
drowns in chaos after the fantastic nuclear liberation (Link). Because of the delicious 1/3 judgments 
in 2023-28, we can roughly divide the world into three parts: 1/3 will be completely destroyed with 
hardly any survivors, 1/3 will become Mad Max zones permanently without electricity (apart from 
private solar systems etc.) & 1/3 will remain 'civilized' (albeit massively restricted). Most within 50-
500 km of the seashores will either be totally annihilated or become a Mad Max area. The biggest 
part of the third with electricity shall be in Central Asia (parts of Russia & China), Eastern Europe & 
the Middle East, perhaps also in Africa & South America. Without doubt the death numbers will be 
very different around the globe, e.g. in the 1990s John Lallier saw 180 million dead US citizens 
within a short period (Link, Link, Link) & Chuck-Johnel Youngbrandt 62 million killed alone by the 

gorgeous New Madrid flood (which is just one of hundreds of lovely waves of dying). 

Yet even this civilized third will experience many limited blackouts & brownouts: at the height of the 
war there are likely to be major power outages lasting 2-3 weeks. This relatively short period of 
total anarchy was seen by many prophets, many old sources say that 1-3 loaves of bread are 
enough to survive this time. New sources also mention the same, e.g. a lawyer near Duisburg 
(link). 

Unfortunately, the countless implicit prophecies about blackouts are never decoded & understood. 
Example: Nostradamus the king of the prophets speaks of the siege of Milan for 7 years in 7-15 

(Link ). The sieged Milan itself certainly has no electricity, so the conquest should actually happen 
relatively quickly. That’s why the only explanation for 7 years of siege is that the rapugees also 
have no electricity: only this basic equality of arms explains the excessively long duration of the 
siege. Only at the very beginning there is high-tech warfare with drones etc., very quickly almost 
only normal firearms and later not even any ammunition, then fighting is very archaic with swords, 
axes, knives, pitchforks, crossbows, shovels etc. This Nostradamus prediction of long sieges 

seemed out of place until 2022, but is increasingly beginning to come true: the trench warfare 
around Bakhmut lasted not much less than a year (in spite of electricity). Early WW3 strangely 
resembles WW1 more than WW2. 

https://theconversation.com/oppenheimer-often-used-sanskrit-verses-and-the-bhagavad-gita-was-special-for-him-but-not-in-the-way-christopher-nolans-film-depicts-it-211253
http://redirect.viglink.com/?key=71fe2139a887ad501313cd8cce3053c5&subId=6954505&u=https%3A//www.google.com/maps/d/viewer%3Fmid%3D1IuIfyzT7JVYKEvXq-AZBO4Z8jPU%26hl%3Dde%26ll%3D48.58899845712421%252C13.381793664481627%26z%3D9
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=24664
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=21413
https://usaprophet.com/tribvoice/today09202021.html
https://mikkojokitalo.fi/438583735.html
https://www.angelfire.com/fl3/gammadim/prophecy/today04102003.html
https://schauungen.de/wiki/Rechtsanwalt_bei_Duisbug
https://weltenwende.forum/index.php?id=12641
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Linguistic prepping is actually always forgotten. From 2025 there will actually only be 3 states in 
the world (with their satellites): Russia, China & KALIphate (under Iranian leadership). Roughly 
speaking, Europe west of the Rhine & south of the Alps in the KALIphate is Arabic (thank God not 
much of Northern Europe remains after the blessing of the North Sea tsunami) & (South) Eastern 
Europe (Intermarium & Balkans partly) is a Russian protectorate. It is advantageous for prepping to 
learn the upcoming state language (Russian, Chinese or Arabic). In extreme cases, mastering the 
language can even save your life; I've heard stories from WW2. However, the time for language 
learning is already very short... Still, later in the Intermarium under the Kaiser the axis with China 

becomes important, so Chinese is also relevant. On the other hand, Arabic is the least relevant, 
since the median life expectancy in the Muslim occupied zones is less than a year for several 
reasons (especially for men), meaning that learning a language for such a short period of time is 
hardly worth it. If anything, Arabic is for pretty women to be included in the harems. The best thing 
to do *now* is to download teaching materials (PDFs & audios) & use web services for language 
learning, which will probably stop working sometime in 2024-25. 

Bottom line: heaven or hell 

O God, how I wish you would kill the wicked! How I wish violent people would leave me alone! Do 
You slay, O God, the wicked?! (Psalm 139-19) 

In 2024-25 there will be 100% division: the devils with a black soul pray for peace. On the other 
hand, the bride of Christ prays that the prophesied events will come true, because only then can 
the Christ return. You can only pray for one or the other and thus choose heaven (=prayers for 
WW3) or hell (=prayers for peace). 


